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Abstract
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the reference manual for anybody who want to use the ModMap
tool.
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CHAPTER

Preface

ModMap is a method and the associated tool to specify and use alignment rules between both homogeneous
and heterogeneous languages.

This document gives beginners an introduction to the ModMap method, then it offers an overview of the us-
age of tooling.

Important

ModMap is a prototype and despite that we put a lot of attention to this document, it may contain er-
rors (more likely in the code samples). If you find any error or have some information that improves
this document, please send it to us using the bug tracker in the forge: ht-
tp://gforge.inria.fr/tracker/?group_id=32 or using the developer mailing list
(kermeta-developers@lists.gforge.inria.fr)

Tip

The most up-to-date version of this document is available online from http://www.kermeta.org .

v

http://gforge.inria.fr/tracker/?group_id=32
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to ModMap

ModMap is a method and the associated tool to specify and use alignment rules between both homogeneous
and heterogeneous languages. The method is supported by a dedicated language (see Figure 1.1) that
provides users with concepts such as mappings, strategies and directives.

• A mapping is the representation of a relationship between patterns of model elements

• A strategy proposes manual, semi-automatic and automatic alignment between model elements

• A directive represents additional information provided by users. Types of directives are strongly related to
the strategy selected and they define basic alignment operations such as renaming, concatenating string or
modifying collections.

Figure 1.1. ModMap simplified metamodel with which we define relationships between
EModelElements (top-most element in the ECore model elements hierarchy) and alignment

strategies that refer to sets of directives.

The ModMap prototype has been developed to ease and automate the generation of adapters between APIs. It
follows four steps from the initial generation of ECore elements to the generation of adapters in AspectJ (see
Figure 1.2).

1. Extract data from APIs that is to parse Java code with JaMoPP 1 and to transform the resulting Java Ab-
stract Syntax Tree into an ECore model.

2. Identify and create a mapping model using a graphical editor provided in the Eclipse environment.

3. Select strategies and provide directives to specify how the data should be aligned between model ele-
ments.
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2http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

4. Generate bidirectional adapters that implements the alignment between APIs.

Figure 1.2. The prototype follows a four-step process. It extracts models from the APIs,
users define mappings and select strategies for aligning model elements, and finally it

automatically generates adapters for each API.

Current implementation of the ModMap prototype is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework2. The core
EMF Framework provides manipulation, serialization and runtime support for models that are conformant to
the ECore metamodel. In Figure 1.3, we show elements that composed and participates to the ModMap pro-
cess and method. Users need to create an AspectJ project with the following folders:

• the api1 and api2 folders should contain the Java code of the API respectively

• the models folder should contain the APIs models that are mandatory to create the ModMap model. These
models are generated by the first step of the process (see Figure ?).

• the tmp folder contains Java models that are created during the extraction process. Those models may be
discarded.

• the mapper folder should contain the mapping model that users have to create.

• the src folder should contain the AspectJ code that implements the adapters between the two APIs.

Introduction to ModMap
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Figure 1.3. ModMap prototype works on an AspectJ project in Eclipse with a predefined
structure. Running the prototype is available through the ModMap process icon.

The AspectJ project is used as a basis for the four steps of the ModMap process. Those steps are described in
next sections.

Introduction to ModMap
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CHAPTER 2

Metamodeling

A ModMap model defines relationships between languages that are defined with the ECore formalism.

Before using ModMap, you should have an ECore representation of the languages that you want to draw rela-
tionships between. If you don't, we provide an extraction tool that parses Java (POJO-based) APIs to build
ECore models from it. A shown in Figure 2.1, the ModMap menu has an Extract data from APIs that enables
you to create those Ecore models.

Figure 2.1. Key in the name of an Eclipse project and the prototype will look for Java classes
in api1 and api2 folders to create api1.ecore and api2.ecore models in the models folder.

Once you have your languages described as ECore models, you are ready to identify and create alignment re-
lationships between your languages.
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CHAPTER 3

Identify mappings / relationships
between languages

You are able to create a mapping model called Mapper Diagram in the Eclipse IDE. Because of the state of
the prototype development and for simplicity sake, this model must be created in the mapper folder.

Figure 3.1. We provide you with a graphical editor for ModMap models that is available as an
Eclipse wizard.

ModMap proposes four types of mappings that are adequate to a various range of situations. Mappings are
created between patterns of model elements and thus, depending on the number of source and target ele-
ments, you may use One2One, One2Many, Many2One or Many2Many mappings. Keep in mind however
that using mappings with more than two model elements increases the complexity of describing the align-
ment between source and target languages. Keep also in mind that once you provide an alignment between
two or more model elements, this alignment is to be applied on every instance of those model elements. Al-
though it is a desired feature in the next versions of ModMap, the method does not provide any filtering facil-
ities on the instances yet. Examples of mappings are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 4.1.
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Once you are confident with the mappings you have defined, the selection of a strategy is an important step.
The choice a strategy is driven by the alignment operations you need to perform that depend themselves on
the structure of the languages you try to align. Additional information about strategies and associated direct-
ives are described in Chapter 4.

Warning

One2Many and Many2Many mappings are under development and they are not available in current
version.

Figure 3.2. This is a subset of a modmap model to align two languages that deal with
calendar management: elements on the left hand of mappings come from iCal API and

elements on the right hand represent concepts from GoogleCalendar API.

Identify mappings / relationships between
languages
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CHAPTER 4

Align your languages

ModMap proposes several alignment directives to enable users provide additional inputs to your mappings.

Besides of these mappings, we need additional information to automatically generate the code. This informa-
tion comes from the use of strategies and user inputs. There are four strategies:

• Clone leads to full-automatic alignment that consists in copying source attribute to target attributes with no
changes. However it requires that source and target attributes or relations are identically labeled.

• Rename leads to semi-automatic alignment that lets you rename attributes or relations of both source and
target objects.

• Constrained leads to semi-automatic alignment that lets you use a limited model-alignment language.
This language offers atomic operations on models that guarantee the termination and bijectiveness of the
alignement. Examples are renaming attributes or relations, concatenating strings or modifying (add, re-
move, update) collections of objects.

• Free leads to manual alignment and relies on a Turing-complete language for arbitrary complex mappings.
This strategy should only be selected when no other strategy is adequate to describe the alignment.

Warning

FreeStrategy is under development and is not available yet.

Additional inputs are related to the second and the third strategy:

• RenameParameter is related to the Rename strategy. Users have to provide the name of the source and
target elements to be renamed.

• ConstrainedParameter is related to the Constrained strategy. Users have to provide the name of the ele-
ments that have to be modified.

Users input are written through the use of a specific language that provides the following operations:

• Set is used to rename objects: property
1

= property
2
.

• Add is used to add elements to a collection: coll
1

+ coll
2
.

• Remove is used to remove elements from a collection: coll
1

- coll
2
.

• Concat let you concat strings/properties: property += [s
1
,s

2
,p

1
,...,s

n
].
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Using a dedicated language to define relationships between model elements provides an adequate representa-
tion to analyze and validate mappings, and even generate code from it.

Figure 4.1. This is an example of a modmap model to align two languages: elements on the
left hand of mappings come from a shopping language designed to describe simplified
e-business structures. Elements on the right hand represent concepts from a shipping

company.

Figure 4.1 illustrates a modmap model that has been created to align the Shopping language with the Ship-
ping language. Model elements that come from ECore models are shown as shortcuts because mappings only
reference them. Mappings are white diamonds with names and they are connected to model elements. Each
mapping contains a strategy (colored circle) that is linked with parameters when necessary. Orange boxes are
parameters and contains directives.

As an example of alignment, let us take the Cart_Package mapping. It maps Cart instances with Package in-
stances and implements a RenamingStrategy. As the intent of the alignment is to produce adapters between
thopse two APIs, the parameters induce the renaming of the customer relation into recipient and the renaming
of the relation items into articles. As these two directives involve existing relations, the modmap process as-
sumes that a mapping exists between the model elements that are referenced by those relations. In other
words, it is not allowed to write these two renaming directives if the Customer_Person and the Item_Article
mappings do not exist. About the Book mapping, there is no parameters linked with its strategy. This green
circle represents a CloneStrategy and thus does not need any additional input from the designers. It states that
Book from Shopping and Book from Shipping are identical (from the designer point of view) and as a con-
sequence, the ModMap generation process will assume that every attribute/relation in one object has to be
converted to an attribute/relation with the same name in the other object.

Align your languages
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CHAPTER 5

Compile your mappings

To demonstrate one usage of the mapping model, we choose to generate bidirectional adapters from the
alignment information. We call this specific generator an intent. An intent define the purpose for which we
align languages. The generation of adapters between languages, the synchronization of those languages, and
the composition of the languages are examples of such purposes.

Once you consider your mapping model adequate and convenient for the purpose of generating adapters
between the APIs, you may execute the generation step to automatically obtain the AspectJ code of the ad-
apters in the src folder. The generation step (see Figure 5.1) is available through the ModMap icon in the Ec-
lipse environment.

Figure 5.1. Last step of the ModMap process is to generate adapters code for each API.
Resulting AspectJ classes are created in the src folder of the current project.

Figure 5.2 illustrates what ModMap generates for the Cart_Package mapping. Each mapping produces two
aspects, one for each model element involved. This aspect will be weaved into the original Java class and en-
hance orginal code. According to our needs of converting a Cart to a Package, a new method domain2range()
is created. Inside this method, alignment directives used in the mapping model are converted into Java state-
ments according to their types. For instance, the renaming of customer into recipient is translated into:

• the call of the adaptation method on the Client object referenced by the customer relation

• the assignment of the result to the recipient attribute of the newly created Package

Each directive has its own code representation (or interpretation) that again depends on the purpose of the
alignment model.
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public aspect CartAspect {

// Adaptation methods are declared in an interface
declare parents: Cart implements Domain2Range;
// This attribute should contain the result of the domain2range() method
Object Cart.output;

// Adaptation method implementation
public void Cart.domain2range(){

// Creating a Package
Package out = new Package();
// Calling the adaptation method on the customer object
this.getCustomer().domain2range();
out.setRecipient((Person) this.getCustomer().getOutput());
// Iterates on the collection of items to create corresponding articles
Iterator<Item> it = ((Collection<Item>)this.getItems()).iterator();
while(! it.isOff()) {

Item smeti = it.next();
Article elt = null;
smeti.domain2range();
elt = (Article) smeti.getOutput();
((Iterator<Article>)out.getArticles()).add(elt);

}
this.setOutput(out);

}
}

Figure 5.2. This code in AspectJ is an adapter generated from the mapping Cart_Package
that defines how a Cart is to be converted into a Package. An similar adapter is also

generated to convert a Package into a Cart

Warning

Current intent of the ModMap tool is to create bidirectional adapters between Java APIs. This intent
is not customizable yet but please ask authors if you have special needs.

Compile your mappings
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